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Abstract—Wireless communication is increasingly being used
to federate embedded devices in a variety of distributed systems
application domains, ranging from wireless sensor networks to
the emerging “Internet of Things (IoT).” Since such embedded
devices are tightly coupled both with their environments and with
each other through their wireless communication channels, both
variations in their environments and the system’s need to respond
(sometimes rapidly) to those variations may produce (1) the need
for such devices to communicate and (2) with it the potential
for channel contention to arise, dynamically at run-time. Thus,
how wireless channels among the embedded devices are allocated
and managed in these systems may signiﬁcantly inﬂuence both
communication-speciﬁc quality-of-service (QoS) properties (such
as message throughput) and broader QoS properties (such as
timeliness of system responsiveness) that depend on them.
A growing body of research has focused on managing different
aspects of wireless communication, but has done so mainly in
an ad hoc manner, with respect to individual aspects rather
than multiple aspects and their potential interactions. Even less
attention has been paid to formal methods for assessing how combinations of aspects may inﬂuence communication performance,
and how to characterize, adapt to, and exploit their combined
effects, which is essential to address the challenges noted above.
To overcome these limitations of the current state of the
art, this paper makes three main contributions to wireless
communication for distributed embedded systems with QoS
constraints. First, it shows how a basic but fundamental set of
channel admission and modulation decisions can be combined
within a single Markov decision process (MDP) model to optimize
(in expectation) objectives such as message throughput, even
with stochastic arrival and interference characteristics. Second, it
identiﬁes regular structure in the value-optimal policies generated
off-line from these models, which forms the basis for efﬁcient and
accurate heuristics suitable for on-line use. Third, it shows how
single- and multi-variable regression techniques can be used to
characterize key parameters that govern such regular structure,
which then are used to instantiate those heuristics.

systems, embedded devices are both tightly coupled with their
environments and with each other.
Environmental factors, including background electromagnetic noise at various radio frequencies, or variations in a
physical process the system is monitoring or controlling,
may dynamically increase or decrease the need for embedded
devices to communicate. Thus, when wireless communication
is needed, a system may experience both a greater demand for
throughput and greater contention for the available wireless
communication channels, at once.
Therefore, how wireless channels shared among embedded
devices are allocated and managed, in turn can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on system behavior. A growing body of
research, which we describe further in Section II, has focused
on managing individual aspects of wireless communication.
However, less attention has been paid to formal approaches
aimed at examining and understanding (1) how managing
different combinations of aspects may affect communication
performance; (2) how those aspects may interact; and (3) how
to adapt to, and exploit the combined effects of multiple
managed aspects at once, on-line.
Consider the following example scenario in which the
system’s operating environment is enclosed and under the
control of a single “owner” (e.g., an operating room, a smart
home, or a factory ﬂoor). As a result, the owner can impose
operating constraints on, or even actively manage, the radio
frequency (RF) spectrum ranges that devices use within the
controlled environment. This kind of scenario becomes even
more relevant when one considers the fact that “cognitive
radio” technology now allows unprecedented control of individual wireless transmissions [18], [22]. A host of speciﬁc
details (e.g., traditional ones like frequency and power, as
well as newly enabled ones like modulation techniques and
waveforms) can now be decided on a case by case basis, even
for each individual transmission.
The ﬁne-grained control over individual wireless transmissions that is enabled by cognitive radio technology, and the
realistic opportunity to exclude transmitters that do not “play
by the rules,” together imply the question, “what should those
rules be?” That is, how should an owner of a portion of
radio frequency spectrum manage the use of that spectrum for
maximum beneﬁt in terms of different system QoS properties?
This paper takes an initial foray into addressing that
question, by using formal optimization theory. Speciﬁcally,

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many new classes of distributed embedded systems are
substantially composed of embedded devices that need to
communicate with each other, as well as with traditional
servers and other system infrastructure. Wireless communication among these devices is often also essential, due to
deployment costs and constraints.
Wireless communication technologies and standards are
increasingly being used to federate embedded devices in a
variety of distributed systems application domains, ranging
from wind and water monitoring [9], to solar power generation
forecasting [2], to industrial process control [27]. In such
2375-5261/16 $31.00 © 2016 IEEE
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we model an example spectrum management problem using
Markov decision process theory, from which we generate
value-optimal [33] decisions (in this paper, those that in expectation optimize throughput) for a pair of aspects: admission
and choice of modulation technique.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes related work on managing wireless communication
in embedded systems, and on using MDP models and the
policies they generate to manage embedded system resources.
Section III then examines how channel admission and modulation decisions can be combined within a single Markov
decision process (MDP) model through which off-line policy
generation can optimize (in expectation) system QoS objectives (speciﬁcally, message throughput), even with stochastic
arrival and interference characteristics. Section IV identiﬁes
and describes regular structure within the policies generated
by these models. Section V then shows that a common abstract
heuristic algorithm for efﬁcient and accurate on-line decision
making can be obtained, which then can be parameterized
through a detailed characterization of the speciﬁc structure
of the policies generated from a given MDP, for on-line use.
Finally, Section VI presents conclusions and outlines future
directions for this research.

to suspend communication indeﬁnitely, while still ensuring
resumption of a propagating update with limited redundant
communication [6].
Admission control has seen decades of work in the RF
domain [3], [5], [10], [11], [30], including work combining
admission and power control [16]. While the RF channel
models that guide such control mechanisms are often quite
sophisticated, the algorithms themselves are frequently ad hoc,
without a basis in formal modeling. In the research described
in this paper, we investigate the use of formal Markov decision
theory to manage both admission and modulation decisions.
Markov decision processes have been used extensively to
automate system management decisions [1], [28], particularly
those that involve stochastic elements [4]. Djonin et al. [8]
and Zhao et al. [34] have used MDPs to guide secondary
use of wireless spectrum (i.e., to minimize interference for
primary users). In the context of wireless embedded systems,
Lung et al. [7] have used MDP models to optimize battery life
in mobile phones. In our previous work [21] we used MDP
models to determine wireless communication channel admission decisions, and compared performance predictions from
the MDP models with those from a discrete-event simulation
model.
Our work most closely follows the approaches taken by
Glaubius et al. [12], [13] and Tidwell et al. [31], [33], which
applied MDP models to inform resource scheduling decisions
in real-time embedded systems where resource allocation
durations are stochastic. Our research follows a similar path,
but focuses on wireless communication semantics rather than
non-preemptive scheduling semantics, which results both in
different features in our MDP model and different challenges
in deﬁning and applying it. A key distinction in our approach
is that the number of transmitters in a wireless embedded
system is often limited, which results in a state space that
is inherently ﬁnite. Although the initial work by Tidwell et
al. deﬁned an artiﬁcial time horizon that restricted the size
of their state space [32], that restriction resulted in modeling
errors and policy artifacts that were removed in their later
work by folding the inherently inﬁnite state space to produce
a ﬁnite but exact model. In contrast, in this research the
boundedness of the state space is an inherent feature, and the
policy artifacts resulting from it, which we describe in more
detail in Section IV, are a natural consequence thereof.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Wireless communication has received increasing attention
within the embedded systems community over the past decade,
and wireless distributed embedded systems are now being
deployed in a variety of application domains. Du et al. [9]
used wind monitors to study hydrodynamics and water quality
in urban reservoirs. Achleitner et al. [2] used solar irradiance
sensors for power generation forecasting. Sha et al. [27] developed an embedded systems testbed and conducted comparative
studies of network protocols based on the WirelessHART standard for industrial process control, which showed that graph
routing was able to optimize latency and energy efﬁciency
better than source routing.
Multiple QoS properties such as timeliness, energy constraints, scalability, and resilience are important considerations
for wireless networked embedded systems, and a variety of
approaches to address trade-offs for different wireless communication scenarios have been developed. Lu et al. developed RAP [19], a wireless communication approach based
on the idea of a velocity monotonic scheduling policy that
considers both timing and distance constraints. The SPEED
protocol developed by He et al. [15] uses a combination of
feedback control and non-deterministic geographic forwarding
to maintain desired message delivery speeds throughout a
distributed wireless network. Santinelli et al. examined how
computational tasks and message transmissions can be coscheduled to reduce overall energy consumption [25]. Research by Mazumder and Hallstrom produced an approach for
efﬁcient reprogramming of wireless sensor networks [20] that
can achieve signiﬁcant reductions in energy costs when system
code must be updated. Chen and Chou addressed the potential of disconnection, interference, or other disruptive events

III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section we ﬁrst describe our model of the physical
communication process, in which a ﬁxed number of transmitters send messages over wireless (radio) channels. We
then deﬁne a Markov decision process (MDP) model through
which to generate policies channel admission and modulation
decisions.
A. Physical Model
In our physical model, the wireless medium is a range of
radio frequencies divided into some ﬁxed number of channels,
C, and a centralized manager that makes decisions about the
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work we assume that this limit is also C. In a given region
of wireless spectrum, and assuming state-of-the-art modulator
design for both OFDM and SS, the size of the code set
for SS will likely be close to the number of channels for
OFDM in any event [23]. The above two limits effectively
bound the total number of concurrent transmissions (to their
sum) and naturally bound the extent of the MDP’s state space
as described below. Extending our approach to additional
modulation techniques appears straightforward based on the
results we have obtained with OFDM and SS modulation: dedicating another dimension of the state space to each additional
modulation technique, as we do already for OFDM and SS;
however, doing so is deferred to future work.
1) Transition System: The state space transition diagram
for a simple illustrative two-channel four-transmitter MDP
is shown in Figure 1. States (y2 , y1 ) ∈ X represent the
number of transmitters using each modulation type. Here,
y2 (shown vertically in the ﬁgure) is the number of SS
transmitters, constrained to be in the range 0 ≤ y2 ≤ C, and
y1 (shown horizontally) is the number of OFDM transmitters,
constrained to be in the range 0 ≤ y1 ≤ C. The total number
of transmitters currently in the system (i.e., transmitting) is
therefore their sum, y2 + y1 .

use of those channels. The channels are rigid, non-overlapping
regions of the wireless (radio frequency) spectrum for which
a centralized manager makes both admission and modulation
decisions. Although extending our approach to decentralized
decision making is a potential direction for future work, in this
paper we focus solely on a centralized model because channel
contention is most likely to occur among nearby transmitters.
Messages arrive from transmitters via a Poisson process
(utilizing a separate control channel), are allocated to a channel
if admitted, and depart the system if not admitted (i.e., we do
not model retries). The manager is responsible for making
admission decisions, which are delivered to the appropriate
transmitters (again via a separate control channel that is
not explicitly modeled). In addition, for each message, the
centralized manager selects among two modulation types,
which are described below.
We denote the mean message arrival rate by λ, and message
durations are assumed to be exponentially distributed with
mean 1/μ (following the convention in queuing theory that
μ is a service rate). The total rate of departure at any speciﬁc
time, therefore, is proportional to the number of messages
in the system (i.e., it is a traditional birth-death process of
the type described by Kleinrock [17]). Note that the system
performance will be insensitive to the distributional assumptions we make for message duration, since it is an Erlang-loss
system [26].
We assume that sufﬁcient power control management is in
place so that the signal power for each transmitter (for either
modulation technique) is the same at the receiver (i.e., transmitters at a farther distance have a greater transmit power). The
noise power is a combination of background (environmental)
noise and the interference noise generated by other transmitters
that are using common regions of the wireless spectrum.
B. MDP Model
In this work we adopt the deﬁnition used by Glaubius et
al. [13] of a (discrete-time) Markov decision process as a 5tuple (X , A, T, R, γ), with states designated as χ ∈ X , actions
designated as a ∈ A, and a transition system, T , which gives
the probability PT (χ | χ, a) of transitioning from state χ to
state χ on action a. The reward function R(χ, a, χ ) ∈ R≥0
describes the reward that accrues when transitioning from state
χ to state χ via action a, under a discount factor, γ, to ensure
convergence of the long term reward.
We use such MDP models to guide both admission and
modulation decisions. The two types of modulation we consider here are Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(OFDM), in which each message consumes only a single
channel, and Spread Spectrum (SS), in which each message’s
transmission is spread across the entire region of wireless spectrum under consideration. The number of OFDM transmitters
that can be concurrently transmitting is limited by the number
of channels in the wireless spectrum, C. Similarly, the number
of SS transmitters that can be concurrently transmitting is
limited by the number of pseudo-random codes provided by
the SS modulation code set. Without loss of generality, in this

Fig. 1.
State space diagram for a simple two-channel four-transmitter
MDP. The number of SS transmitters is shown vertically and the number of
OFDM transmitters is shown horizontally. Self-loops represent ‘no accept’
actions, vertical rising edges represent ‘accept SS’ actions, horizontal
edges to the right represent ‘accept OFDM’ actions, and vertical falling
edges and horizontal edges to the left represent message departures.

The MDP is designed to make both admission and modulation decisions. To support this, the available actions are
‘accept SS’, ‘accept OFDM’, and ‘no accept’; thus
A = {accept SS, accept OFDM, no accept}.
Upon a message arrival, if the action is to ‘accept SS’
then the system transitions one state upward (note that this
action is not available when y2 = C). If the action is to
‘accept OFDM’ then the system transitions one state to the
right (again, this action is not available when y1 = C). If the
action is ‘no accept’, then the system stays in the same
state (follows a self-loop).
Upon a departure, the system transitions down or to the
left, depending on the type of transmitter involved (SS vs.
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ﬁrst articulating values for CSS and COF DM in terms of
the received signal from the transmitter of interest, S, the
environmental noise, N , and the signal due to any interfering
transmitters. When interfering transmitters are included in the
expression, the “noise” due to these transmitters is accounted
for by additional instances of S.
The states are organized as in Figure 1, with the horizontal
dimension, y1 , representing the OFDM modulated signals and
the vertical dimension, y2 , representing the SS modulated
signals. Starting with state (0, 0), we progress horizontally
across the bottom row examining ﬁrst the OFDM modulated
channels (no SS modulation), then vertically up the left-most
column allocating SS modulated channels only (no OFDM
modulation), and then we examine the remaining states.
State (0, 0) indicates that all transmitters are off and therefore the reward is zero. In this case, both CSS = 0 and
COF DM = 0.
State (0, 1) represents the circumstance where one OFDM
transmitter is on: the reward is given by CSS = 0 and
COF DM = BC log2 ((S/N ) + 1). Understanding that there
is only one transmitter enabled using OFDM modulation (i.e.,
one transmitter’s worth of signal, S, only environmental noise,
N , and no interfering transmitters), the overall reward is
therefore

OFDM respectively) but independent of action (formally, all
three actions exercise the same transition). The rates are the
traditional birth-death rates [17]: λ for arrivals, y2 · μ for SS
departures and y1 · μ for OFDM departures. This continuoustime model is converted to a discrete-time MDP using the
uniformization techniques described by Grassmann [14] with
uniform rate parameter δ which is set to be greater than the
largest rate in the continuous-time model.1
2) Reward Function: The reward function, R, characterizes
the throughput achievable on an individual channel via the
classic Shannon capacity theorem [29], which provides a
measure of the channel capacity as a function of the available
bandwidth and the signal-to-noise ratio
Cs = γe BC log2 (1 + S/N ),

(1)

where Cs is the achievable channel capacity (in bits/s), γe
is the modulation efﬁciency, BC is the channel bandwidth,
S is the average signal power (at the receiver), and N is
the average noise power. When multiple modulation types are
present, we assume that the “signal” power for an alternate
message overlapping in the same spectrum is perceived by the
receiver as noise when processing the message of interest.
As was noted in Section III-A, each transmitter has the same
signal power, and interference occurs only due to background
noise and interference from other transmitters. This means
that (1) OFDM transmitters do not share channels, (2) SS
transmitters all use distinct codes so that they appear as
pseudo-random noise to each other and to OFDM transmitters,
(3) the interference noise power per transmitter is effectively
power-controlled in the same way as the intended signal, and
(4) noise power is uniformly distributed across each channel.
For each admitted transmitter, Equation (1) provides the
capacity for that individual transmitter. The reward is computed as the number of transmitters allocated to transmit
using OFDM modulation multiplied by the associated capacity
within each channel plus the number of spread spectrum
transmissions multiplied by their individual capacity. This
reward, R, can be expressed as follows,
R = y2 · CSS + y1 · COF DM

R = 1 · COF DM = BC log2 ((S/N ) + 1).

(3)

State (0, 2) represents the case where two OFDM transmitters are on. The reward is given by CSS = 0 and
COF DM = BC log2 ((S/N )+1). The capacity of each channel
is the same as above since they are independent. Since there
are two channels in use, the overall reward is therefore
R = 2 · COF DM = 2BC log2 ((S/N ) + 1).

(4)

Moving vertically up the left-most column, state (1, 0)
indicates that one SS transmitter is sending signal power
S spread over two channels (2BC ). The capacity of the
spectrum to transmit the information is given by CSS =
2BC log2 ((S/2N ) + 1), with the environmental noise of 2
channels represented by 2N . Since there are no OFDM
transmitters, COF DM = 0 and overall reward is therefore

(2)

where CSS = Cs /δ for the spread spectrum transmitters,
COF DM = Cs /δ for the OFDM transmitters, and δ is the
uniform rate parameter, which comes out of transforming the
continuous-time Markov model into a discrete-time Markov
model [14] and therefore changes the units of channel capacity,
Cs , from bits/s to simply bits (i.e., δ has units s−1 ).
3) Illustrative Example: We now illustrate this reward
function using the two-channel four-transmitter model shown
in Figure 1, where each transmitter is capable of either OFDM
or SS modulation. Here, the signal is assumed to ﬁll the
spectrum perfectly (i.e., modulation efﬁciency, γe , is assumed
to be unity). There are nine total states; we examine each
state in turn and formulate an expression for the reward by

R = 1 · CSS = 2BC log2 ((S/2N ) + 1).

(5)

State (2, 0) represents a pair of SS transmitters, each
spread over the 2 channels of spectrum. Here, the OFDM
transmission experiences both the environmental noise in its
assigned channel, N , and one half of the signal power of
the spread
0.5S; this gives COF DM =
 spectrum transmitter,

S
+ 1 . Similarly, the SS transmission expeBC log2 N +0.5S
riences both environmental noise (across both channels in this
case, 2N ) and all of the signal power
 of the OFDM
 transmitter,
S. This yields CSS = 2BC log2 2NS+S + 1 . The overall

1 In the literature the uniform rate parameter is frequently represented by
γ, but we reserve that symbol for use in the MDP deﬁnition.
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reward function is therefore
R

=
=

1 · CSS + 1 · COF DM


S
+1 +
2BC log2
2N + S


S
BC log2
+1 .
N + 0.5S

1.0 to 12.0. The study was performed on a rectangular state
space with 16 OFDM channels and 16 SS codes. Figure 2
shows an example of a generated value-optimal policy, for
the following parameterization: offered load of 0.6 E, both
modulation efﬁciencies at 1.0, and signal-to-noise ratio of 2.0.

(6)

Each state is distinguished by the expression for the denominator in the Shannon capacity (i.e., the noise experienced by
each transmission). In Table I we summarize the last three
TABLE I
C APACITIES FOR THE UPPER - RIGHT STATES .
State
(2, 1)
(1, 2)
(2, 2)

CSS


S
 2N +2S
2BC log2 2NS
 +2S
2BC log2 2NS
+3S

2BC log2


+1

+1

+1

COF
 DM

S
 N +S
BC log2 NS
 +S
BC log2 NS
+S

BC log2


+1

+1

+1

states (shown in the upper-right corner of Figure 1), giving
the expressions for CSS and COF DM for each case.
C. Policy Generation
A policy π for an MDP (X , A, T, R, γ) maps states in X
to actions in A. Policies are generated by repeated exploration
of the MDP’s transition system, during which at each discrete
decision epoch k the state of the MDP χk , is observed and
an action ak = π(χk ) is chosen. The MDP then transitions
to state χk+1 with probability PT (χk+1 | χk , ak ) and yields
immediate reward2 rk = R(χk , ak , χk+1 ).
The value of a policy, denoted by V π , is the expected sum
of long-term discounted rewards obtained while following that
policy, under discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1), which in these studies
we chose to be 0.99 as in Tidwell et al. [33].
∞


π
k
γ rk | χ0 = χ, ak = π(χk )
(7)
V (χ) = E

Fig. 2. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 1.0, OFDM efﬁciency
= 1.0, and SNR = 2. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisk represents the ‘no accept’
action.

A. Structural Observations

To validate the policies generated by the MDP-based approach described in Section III, and to assess which features
of our system model have the greatest impact on the resulting
policies, we performed a parametric study of value-optimal
policies generated by the MDP, varying each of the following
parameters individually: offered load (deﬁned as λ/μ), ranging
from 0.2 E (erlangs) to 2.4 E; modulation efﬁciency of each
modulation type, ranging from 0.7 to 1.0; and the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) within the wireless spectrum, ranging from

A number of observations can be made about this policy that
are primarily functions of the structure of the state space. As
a result, they are also relevant to the other policies generated
in this study. First, in the upper right-hand corner, the action
is ‘no accept’ because there is no other action available.
Second, along the top row the MDP can only choose between ‘accept OFDM’ and ‘no accept’ actions because
the ‘accept SS’ action is unavailable. In this circumstance,
the value-optimal policy is to choose the ‘accept OFDM’
action. Third, along the right-most column, the MDP can only
choose between ‘accept SS’ and ‘no accept’ actions
because the ‘accept OFDM’ action is unavailable. We call
the area of the MDP state space that is identiﬁed by these three
observations the restricted region, since the actions available
are limited.3
Fourth, the remaining portion of the state space is called
the unrestricted region, since all actions are available to the
MDP. Here, when the number of OFDM transmitters is below
a certain level, the value-optimal action is to accept more SS
transmitters, and above this level the value-optimal action is
to accept more OFDM transmitters. We see a similar pattern
consistently across the parameter space that was explored in
this study.

2 Note that in the MDP described above, the reward is only a function of
the destination state, rk = R(χk+1 ).

3 As we noted in Section II, this is a natural consequence of the bounded
number of transmitters supported by our system model.

k=0

We also adopt the terminology from Tidwell et al., denoting a
policy as being value-optimal [33] (and thus it may be selected
as the output of the policy generation process) if it maximizes
long term value in expectation when computed for an MDP
with a ﬁnite number of states and actions [24].
IV. PARAMETRIC S TUDY OF G ENERATED
VALUE -O PTIMAL P OLICIES
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We next present the results of the full parametric study, with
individual cases illustrated in Figures 2 through 9.
B. Offered Load
Figure 3 shows the effect of an increased offered load
(moving from 0.6 E in Figure 2 to 1.8 E in Figure 3).
Modulation efﬁciencies have been kept at 1.0 and SNR is still
at 2.0.

Fig. 4. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 0.9, OFDM efﬁciency
= 1.0, and SNR = 2. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisk represents the ‘no accept’
action.

Fig. 3. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 1.8, SS efﬁciency = 1.0, OFDM efﬁciency
= 1.0, and SNR = 2. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisk represents the ‘no accept’
action.

We can see in the ﬁgure that, generally, offered load has
a limited impact. The value-optimal actions in the restricted
regions have not changed. The slope of the boundary line in the
unrestricted region has changed a bit, but only slightly. While
the impact is small, it is still meaningful, and so the effect
of offered load is included in the boundary line determination
techniques described in Section V.
C. Modulation Efﬁciency

Fig. 5. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 0.8, OFDM efﬁciency
= 1.0, and SNR = 2. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisk represents the ‘no accept’
action.

Returning to the baseline conﬁguration of Figure 2, we investigate the impact of modulation efﬁciency by ﬁrst reducing
SS efﬁciency to 0.9 in Figure 4 and then to 0.8 in Figure 5.
While the value-optimal actions in the restricted regions
have not changed, the impact of modulation efﬁciency in
the unrestricted region is dramatic. As the spread spectrum
modulation efﬁciency decreases, the boundary between the
‘accept SS’ action and the ‘accept OFDM’ action moves
to the left, indicating that the value-optimal choice is to use
more OFDM modulation and less SS modulation.
In a similar manner, we investigate the impact of OFDM
modulation efﬁciency by reducing OFDM efﬁciency from the
1.0 of Figure 2 to 0.9 in Figure 6 and then to 0.8 in Figure 7.
Once again, the value-optimal actions in the restricted
regions have not changed, but the impact of modulation
efﬁciency in the unrestricted region is dramatic. As the OFDM
modulation efﬁciency decreases, the boundary between the

‘accept SS’ action and the ‘accept OFDM’ action moves
to the right, indicating that the value-optimal choice is to use
more SS modulation and less OFDM modulation. Interestingly, the slope of the boundary changes more dramatically
in this case.
D. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Finally, we investigate the impact of signal-to-noise ratio by
comparing Figure 2, which has an SNR of 2.0, with Figures 8
and 9, which increase the SNR, ﬁrst to 4.0 and then to 8.0.
In all three of these ﬁgures, the offered load is 0.6 E and the
modulation efﬁciencies are set to 1.0.
Here, for the ﬁrst time, we see changes in the value-optimal
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Fig. 6. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 1.0, OFDM efﬁciency
= 0.9, and SNR = 2. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisk represents the ‘no accept’
action.

Fig. 8. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 1.0, OFDM efﬁciency
= 1.0, and SNR = 4. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisks represent the ‘no accept’
action.

Fig. 7. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 1.0, OFDM efﬁciency
= 0.8, and SNR = 2. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisk represents the ‘no accept’
action.

Fig. 9. Value-optimal policy for numbers of SS and OFDM transmitters
ranging from 0 to 16, offered load = 0.6, SS efﬁciency = 1.0, OFDM efﬁciency
= 1.0, and SNR = 8. Squares represent the ‘accept SS’ action, diamonds
the ‘accept OFDM’ action, and the asterisks represent the ‘no accept’
action.

E. Summary
We now summarize the results of the full parametric study.
We note that each value-optimal policy has distinct patterns
in the restricted region of the state space vs. the unrestricted
region, and that in each region there are regularly structured
boundaries between groups of states in which the same valueoptimal action is taken. In Section V we show how these
boundaries between action choices in each region of the state
space, can be exploited to develop efﬁcient on-line heuristics
for admission and modulation decisions.
In the unrestricted region, the value-optimal actions are
effectively divided by a linear boundary and all actions to the

actions in the restricted regions. As the SNR increases, in
an increasing number of states the long term reward is best
served by not admitting an additional transmitter. This is
clearly a circumstance in which the long term reward is better
served by a different action than the “greedy” approach of
seeking immediate reward. As the SNR varies, the impact in
the unrestricted region is also interesting. While there aren’t
dramatic shifts in the number of states for which the valueoptimal action is to transmit with one modulation type vs. the
other, the slope of the line that divides the region is noticeably
impacted by SNR.
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left of the boundary are ‘accept SS’ and all actions to the
right of it are ‘accept OFDM’. This line can be characterized
in terms of the set of parameters described above, as we
discuss further in Section V.
Modulation efﬁciency has a substantial impact on both the
position and slope of this linear boundary. It is not surprising
that the boundary moves in response to changes in modulation
efﬁciency, though as we note in Section V, it is important to
characterize quantitatively how the boundary moves.
The SNR primarily impacts the slope of the boundary line.
This again points to the need for a quantitative understanding
of how the linear boundary is positioned as a function of the
input parameters.
In the restricted region, the signal-to-noise ratio has a
signiﬁcant effect, establishing a boundary between ‘accept’
and ‘no accept’ actions. Starting at an SNR of 4.0, the
best (value-optimal) action is not always to accept a new
message upon arrival, and as the SNR increases, the number
of states with value-optimal action ‘no accept’ increases
as well. Which ‘accept’ action is allowed is restricted by
the dimension of the restricted region that is involved (either
top row or right-most column).

boundaries between regions that are characterized by a common action, which we described in Section IV. Speciﬁcally, in
our investigation of the parameter space, each and every valueoptimal policy has the following properties: (1) the action
in the upper-right corner is to not accept (the only action
available); (2) in the top-most row the action in states of the
left of a boundary is ‘no accept’ and in states to the right
of it is ‘accept OFDM’; (3) in the right-most column the
action for states below a boundary is ‘no accept’ and for
states above that boundary is ‘accept SS’; and (4) actions
for other states (in the unrestricted region) are divided by a
line that separates SS from OFDM modulation.
Note that the various parameters impact the position and
orientation of the boundaries, but do not alter their form.
Based on these properties, we deﬁne a heuristic approach
to approximating the value-optimal policies for the parameter
space as follows. First, using off-line analysis, we describe the
boundaries as a function of the parameters. For the unrestricted
region, given the offered load, OL, modulation efﬁciency,
γe.SS and γe.OF DM , and signal-to-noise ratio, rSN ,
BU (y2 , y1 | OL, γe.SS , γe.OF DM , rSN ) = 0

(8)

represents the boundary between where the value-optimal
decision is ‘accept SS’ vs. ‘accept OFDM’. Here, y2
is the number of SS transmitters and y1 is the number of
OFDM transmitters. For the restricted region, given the signalto-noise ratio, rSN , BRS (rSN ) and BRF (rSN ) are boundaries
between where where the value-optimal decision is ‘accept
SS’ vs. ‘no accept’ for BRS and ‘accept OFDM’ vs. ‘no
accept’ for BRF .
Second, the on-line algorithm compares the current state to
the appropriate boundary, and determines the action to take
based on to which side of the boundary it ﬁnds itself. We
ﬁrst describe the on-line algorithm, given the parameterized
boundaries that separate the state space into regions of distinct
action. We then describe how we can calibrate the boundaries.

V. H EURISTICS
In Section III, we described the use of MDP models to
generate value-optimal policies for managing wireless spectrum, speciﬁcally guiding admission and modulation decisions.
However, the exponential cost of computing a value-optimal
policy is likely to be impractical in an on-line setting. For
example, as Figure 10 illustrates, on a 2.3 GHz Opteron
machine with 16 GB of memory, while policy generation for a
4 channel model took less than a second, a 32 channel model
required hours, and larger models would need days or even
weeks, which clearly is unsuitable for on-line use.

A. Towards an On-line Heuristic Algorithm
We can approximate the value-optimal policy via the online algorithm shown in Figure 11. Here, the boundary line of
Equation (8), BU (y2 , y1 ) = 0, is expressed in the form
y 1 = m · y2 + b

(9)

where m and b are coefﬁcients that are determined using the
techniques described below. Note that this boundary formulation expresses the horizontal component of the state as a
function of the vertical component (i.e., the opposite of what is
traditional). This helps us with vertical lines (which we have)
and would be problematic with horizontal lines (which we
don’t have). It is equivalent to transposing the earlier ﬁgures
and showing the number of spread spectrum transmitters,
y2 , horizontally and the number of OFDM transmitters, y1 ,
vertically.
In the algorithm, lines (4) and (10) each compare the current
state with the appropriate boundary in the restricted region,

Fig. 10. Execution time required to compute value-optimal policies vs. state
space size.

To address this concern, we now develop simple and efﬁcient but effective heuristics that approximate the valueoptimal policies of the MDP models we consider. These
heuristics are based on the discovery of efﬁciently computable
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

regression based on the signal-to-noise ratio, rSN .

if y1 = C and y2 = C then
a ← ‘no accept’
else if y2 = C then
if y1 ≤ BRF then
a ← ‘no accept’
else
a ← ‘accept OFDM’
endif
else if y1 = C then
if y2 ≤ BRS then
a ← ‘no accept’
else
a ← ‘accept SS’
endif
else if y1 ≤ m · y2 + b then
a ← ‘accept SS’
else
a ← ‘accept OFDM’
endif

B. Assessment of the Heuristic Algorithm
We ﬁrst assess our approximation of the value-optimal
policy in the restricted region, and then we assess our approximation of it in the unrestricted region. In the restricted
region, we are interested in comparing two thresholds: the
boundary between actions in the value-optimal policy, and the
threshold used in the on-line algorithm given in Figure 11.
Figure 12 compares these two thresholds for the portion of the
restricted region in which only OFDM modulation is allowed.
The points indicate the value-optimal threshold and the line
indicates the heuristic threshold: clearly, the alignment is quite
good (r2 = 0.97). For the restricted region in which only SS
modulation is allowed, the heuristic is comparably effective
(r2 = 0.93).

Fig. 11. On-line algorithm to approximate value-optimal policies. C is the
number of allowed transmitters of each modulation type, y2 is the number of
SS transmitters, y1 is the number of OFDM transmitters, and a is the action.
Lines (1) to (14) correspond to the restricted region of the state space, and
lines (15) to (19) correspond to the unrestricted region.

and line (15) compares the current state with the boundary in
the unrestricted region.
1) Determining Unrestricted Region Boundary Line: We
express the coefﬁcients of the line BU in terms of the following parameters: offered load, modulation efﬁciency, and signalto-noise ratio. We characterize this relationship via multivariable linear regression. Using 10 variations of each input
parameter within the operational space, we determine the true
value-optimal policy for each parameterization. This is used
as input into MATLAB’s multi-variable regression function
mvregress (version R2013a), which generates a multivariate
general linear model, to determine the coefﬁcients of the line
BU . The ranges of the input parameter values are: offered
load, 0.2 ≤ OL ≤ 2.4, signal-to-noise ratio, 1 ≤ rSN ≤ 12.
For the modulation efﬁciencies, we limited the parameters to
the range 0.91 ≤ γe ≤ 1, since modern modulation techniques
typically have efﬁciencies in that range [23]. This results in
a 4-predictor regression (offered load, SS efﬁciency, OFDM
efﬁciency, and signal-to-noise ratio) that yields the coefﬁcients
of the line BU expressed in Equation (9).
2) Determining Restricted Region Boundaries: In the parametric study described in Section IV, we observed that the
boundary between accept and no accept decisions in the
restricted region appears to be only a function of the signalto-noise ratio and is not inﬂuenced by the other parameters.
This hypothesis was examined further by varying more than
one parameter at once (the previous studies altered only one
parameter at a time). We observed that only SNR inﬂuenced
the boundaries between actions in the restricted region, and
so for that region we only need to perform single variable

Fig. 12. Value-optimal and heuristic thresholds separating actions in the
restricted region in which only OFDM modulation is allowed.

For the unrestricted region, we applied the multi-variable
linear regression described above to a training set of 48
conﬁgurations (varying each parameter independently). 48
additional randomly generated conﬁgurations (constrained to
be in the ranges used for training, and not to be in the initial
set) were used for testing. In each case, we ran the on-line
algorithm given in Figure 11 and compared the chosen action
to that in the value-optimal policy generated from the MDP.
Two speciﬁc comparisons were made between the heuristic
policies and the value-optimal policies. First, we informally
assessed the slope and intercept of each policy to ensure
that they were similar. Second, we used an r-squared test to
measure quantitatively the differences between the heuristic
policy and the value-optimal policy. We obtained a value of
r2 = 0.95, which indicates close agreement between the valueoptimal policy and our heuristic approximation of it.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Distributed embedded systems are increasingly dependent
on wireless communication among devices. Using message
throughput as the metric of interest, we have shown in this
paper how a formal Markov decision process (MDP) model
can generate value-optimal policies for combined admission
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and modulation decisions. We also have shown how these
value-optimal policies in turn can be approximated using
regression techniques to obtain accurate heuristics suitable for
use in modern embedded device systems.
Extending our approach to incorporate additional modulation techniques appears straightforward, and considering
spread spectrum modulators that do not consume the entire
region of wireless spectrum under management appears both
worthwhile based on the results we have presented here,
and potentially may be needed for the model to remain
usable as the number of channels grows. Other promising
directions for extending this work include expanding its scope
to include additional aspects impacting wireless channels (e.g.,
fading, multipath interference, distance), which likely would
require a more complex channel model to drive the reward
function, as would increasing the number of aspects under
active management at once (e.g., transmit power for each
message, coding choices such as channel codes, error codes,
etc.). Extending our approach to decentralized decision making
is another important direction for future work, both to increase
the applicability of the foundational techniques described here
to larger-scale distributed wireless embedded systems, and to
explore how the techniques described here may need to be
adapted to accommodate larger-scale contexts.
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